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3 CHAIRMAN’S NOTE

I � rmly believe that a CEO’s job is not just to manage effectively 
and create pro� ts, but to also lead and inspire all stakeholders towards 
a collective and compelling vision.

As business leaders we have to not only embrace, but continually 
demonstrate by personal example, that we have the awesome 
responsibility as well as exciting challenge, to inspire the notion that 
the pursuit of business can be a noble enterprise, and that businesses 
can, if morally driven and passionately executed, be a positive force 
in making this a world of greater equality and prosperity for all in the 
community.    

Since our founding, Banyan Tree has sought to promote, embrace 
and uphold the idea of travel with a conscience. Even as the business 
climate faces unprecedented challenges from the devastating decline 
of the modern banking and � nancial systems worldwide, we remain 
committed to carefully considered concepts and sustainable practices 
at as many levels as possible. This is why the launch of Banyan Tree 
Global Foundation, which you will read about on page 16, could not 
have come in a more timely fashion.

Consumers today are now more aware of a product’s development, and 
corporate image is no longer just a re� ection of the product, but instead 
encompasses the corporate values as well. Discerning consumers 
today aspire more towards brands that share the values they embrace. 
By integrating core values and social beliefs into the signature Banyan 
Tree experience, we go beyond our company’s exemplary service and 
idyllic settings.

A new combination is taking shape in tourism, which is the fact that the 
highest standards of comfort are linked to ecological awareness as a 
way of life. 

The pressure continues to mount for hotel developers to maintain 
pro� tability and return against the backdrop of increasing development 
costs. Banyan Tree however is uniquely placed as we are one of the 
few and probably the only Asian fully vertically integrated hospitality 
company. As developers ourselves with our own in-house designers 
and project managers, as you will read on page 20, we are able to 
take a more complete view of every project that we undertake seeing 
a project from both a developer’s and a hotelier’s point of view. This 
holistic appreciation allows us to balance the competing needs of 
delivering a top-tier product to our guests with creating a return for our 
shareholders. Furthermore, the approach ensures our values remain 
embedded in all stages of the development of any project, enabling us 
as we seek the optimal equilibrium between business and community.

And this is an intrinsic part of the Banyan Tree Experience. It is not 
a formula, a checklist of 10 or 20 things. It is instead, a promise 
and a challenge. A promise to deliver unexpected, exhilarating, 
and memorable moments to our guests, and a challenge to 
our designers and service managers, to always fi nd ways to 
delight the senses and anticipate a wish, even while fulfi lling our 
responsibilities to society. The fundamental mission of business, 
after all, is to make this a better world. 

“Since our founding, 

Banyan Tree has 

sought to promote, 

embrace and uphold 

the idea of travel 

with a conscience.”

Ho Kwon Ping
Executive Chairman
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Perched on the upper-right-hand corner of the Yucatan peninsula, just 
some 70 km (42 miles) south of glitzy Cancun where shiny skyscrapers 
dominate the skyline, Banyan Tree Mayakoba is tucked between 
the pristine emerald green tropical mangrove and dazzling turquoise 
Caribbean Sea. Riviera Maya has a markedly different vibe from 
Cancun as resort developments are built no taller than four stories and 
environmental sustainability is a top priority.

The heart of Riviera Maya – the 100-mile stretch of blue-green Caribbean 
and bleached white sand that stretches from Cancun and south to 
Tulum – is a small but buzzing beach town called Playa del Carmen 
which has grown tremendously in popularity during the last decade. Just 
minutes from Playa (beach in Spanish) as locals call it, the resort is also 
located within an easy distance of three stunning and highly signi� cant 
archaeological sites – the Chichen Itza complex, the Tulum seaside ruins, 
and the Coba jungle temples. Hundreds of structures which date as far 
back as the 3rd century during the Maya civilisation are still standing 
today and can be visited by anyone with a day to spare. 

Magic of the 

Mexican Maya
Banyan Tree Mayakoba makes a bold entry 
in the Americas with its � rst all-pool villa resort
in Mexico’s Riviera Maya

Designs on You

Situated within the Mayakoba integrated development, Banyan Tree 
Mayakoba is the perfect synthesis of modern Asian and Mexican tropical 
design. Designed exclusively by Architrave Design and Planning, the 
architectural arm of Banyan Tree, the resort’s design and layout evokes 
a background of Asian simplicity with brilliant exclamations of Mexican 
artistry. Although more often brightly coloured, exquisitely detailed 
handmade talavera ceramic sinks in black and white were specially 
commissioned for use as bathroom sinks throughout the resort. 
(Incidentally, authentic Mexican talavera souvenirs from the market 
stalls at Playa are a must.) 

All 132 freestanding villas are set among lush and pristine mangrove 
jungles which architects had sought to preserve during the initial 
planning phase, or are by the beachfront facing the Caribbean sea. Each 
villa – be it a Garden Pool Villa, Spa Pool Villa, Terrace Residence and 
Beachfront Pool Villa – offers a spacious private pool, starting from 30 
square metres and is shielded from neighbouring villas by natural � ora. 
The villas available in one-, two- and three-bedroom con� gurations also 
feature private outdoor heated jet-pools or sunken baths, sun decks, 
and steam rooms.
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Dining with a Difference

With a strong reputation for dining excellence, the culinary team at 
Banyan Tree Mayakoba has succeeded in creating restaurants that 
leave an indelible memory. For a start, there is Saffron, its contemporary 
signature Thai restaurant, which is dramatically located on two 
lagoon decks overlooking the estuary and the main lobby. Saffron’s 
sophisticated menu is helmed by two Banyan Tree Phuket Thai chefs 
brought over especially for their experience and � nesse.    

The other stand-out is Tamarind, the spa cuisine purveyor which serves 
an organic menu of specially created spa juices and � ne dining cuisine 
which ranges from the likes of a watermelon salad to Wagyu beef steak. 
Tamarind was � rst introduced in Banyan Tree Phuket, and is well-known 
for its delicious, substantial cuisine with a healthy focus. 

Located by the main swimming pool, Oriente is a must-visit for its daily 
breakfast buffet and modern Mexican dinner menu. A chic destination 
is the Sands beach club, which offers a la carte breakfast, a trim lunch 
menu, and a classic grilled seafood selection for dinner. The tables 
overlook the Caribbean coast, and the area is often a hub of activity 
with an in� nity swimming pool, lounge decks, shaded cabanas, and 
attentive pool service that includes complimentary fruit sorbet and cold 
towels. La Copa bar offers tapas and highly innovative cocktails, that 
range from a cucumber refresher to a rose petal margarita, all � nely 
crafted by the bartender.

Banyan Tree Mayakoba will soon offer the Ixchel destination dining 
experience, which is a private dinner set onboard a trajinera, a traditional 
Mexican � at bottom boat decorated with indigenous motifs and cloths. 
Ixchel is the local name of the Mayan goddess of the moon, hence is an 
apt description for this intimate affair under the stars. Meanwhile, you 
can enjoy the gourmet selections with private in-villa dining or barbecue 
service, where a full medley of meats and/or seafood is freshly grilled as 
wished, under the stars in one’s own villa garden.

Spa of a Lifetime

In line with its legendary Asian hospitality and philosophy, guests at the 
Banyan Tree Spa will experience for the � rst time in Mexico the most 
indulgent Asian-inspired spa experiences delivered by professional spa 
therapists all of whom undergo over 400 hours of training at the Banyan 
Tree Spa Academy in Phuket, Thailand. Signature treatments at Banyan 
Tree Spa Mayakoba include the Thai Herbal Detox treatment package. 
The highlight is the Salt Pot Body Massage where a traditional Thai 
salt pot, handcrafted from clay and � lled with Thai herbs and salt, is 
heated and wrapped in a pouch for the massage. This traditional Thai 
therapy, long practiced for its detoxifying effects, also helps to boost 
blood circulation, promote healthy skin and relieve muscle tension.

Always wanted to play in the rain or a summer storm? Now you can, 
and in ultimate privacy. Warm summer rain, followed by cool mist just 
like when a storm approaches, coupled with the sound of thunder and 
lighting changes to mimic lightning. Welcome to ‘Experience Showers,’ 
one of eight special indoor spa experiences developed by the Banyan 
Tree Spa. The Rainforest experience is designed for couples to embark 
on a private “Rainforest” circuit of alternating hot and cold thermal cabins. 
Inspired by Asian wellness philosophy and European hydrothermal spa 
techniques, you will experience eight hydrothermal therapy experiences: 
Rain Walk, Aroma Steam Chamber, Herbal Sauna, Rasul, Brine Cavern, 
Ice Fountain, Experience Showers and Vitality Pool. 
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Sights and Surrounds 

Coba, Tulum and Chichen Itza
No matter one is an archaeology buff or not, a day trip to Tulum, Coba, 
or Chichen Itza is a must. All three Mayan ruins are highly accessible and 
are very distinct from one another. Chichen Itza, a ruined city comprising 
several hundred buildings and a UNESCO World Heritage Site is the 
second-most visited archaeological site in Mexico. The ancient seaport 
and walled city of Tulum is a breathtaking sight to behold as it is perched 
on a cliff with the Caribbean Sea as a backdrop. The Coba ruins, 
believed to be the remnants of a vast city that once housed upwards of 
50,000 people, boasts the only still-climbable pyramid (Nohoch Mul) in 
Mexico. It is believed that the Maya ruled in an unbroken chain of cities 
and villages from southern Mexico through Guatemala and Belize and 
down to western Honduras and El Salvador from the 3rd to the 10th 
century, widely considered to be the height of their empire.

Sian Ka’an Biosphere Reserve
Along the coast and south of Tulum lies the Sian Ka’an 
Bioshphere Reserve which covers an area of 1.3 million 
acres. The UNESCO World Heritage Site whose name means
“the place where the sky is born” in Maya contains all the principal eco-
systems found in the Carribean and Yucatan; and is equal parts tropical 
forests, mangrove forest, and marine habitats including a 68-mile section 
of the Mesoamerican Barrier Reef, the second largest in the world. The 
forests are home to all fi ve species of Mexican wild cat – jaguar, puma, 
ocelot, margay and jaguarundi – and more than 330 species of birds, 
some migratory, can be found. The beaches are prime breeding areas for 
hawksbill, green, loggerhead, and leatherback sea turtles.

El Camaleón Golf Club
Designed by Greg Norman, this 18-hole, par 72 golf course made 
history by becoming the fi rst golf course in Mexico to host an offi cial 
PGA Tour event in 2007 and again in 2009. The course gets its name 
from the diverse layout and ever-changing landscape which includes 
stunning oceanfront stretches of sand, mangrove jungles and even 
incorporates a cenote, a massive underground cavern, into the heart of 
the opening fairway. It is located in the Mayakoba development.

Scuba diving and snorkelling
First made famous by famed French marine pioneer Jacques Cousteau 
in 1961, Cozumel is today one of the world’s premier diving and 
snorkelling destinations known for its warm crystal clear waters and 
coral gardens. It is accessible via hourly ferry services from Playa del 
Carmen. Unique to the Yucatan Peninsula, cenotes – sinkholes with 
exposed rocky edges containing groundwater – can be explored by 
snorkellers and scuba divers. Rock formations and incredible visibility 
of up to 200 meters make for an exceptional dive experience. Several 
species of blind fi sh and shrimp can be commonly seen in the cavern.

Tulum

Coba

View of El Camaleón Golf ClubIsland off Cozumel
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8 BANYAN TREE

Celebrating 

Great 

Occasions
Birthdays, anniversaries, hen parties,
golf getaways and all kinds of occasions
are best enjoyed at Banyan Tree

With its romantic pool villas and 
picture perfect locations, Banyan Tree 
has always been known for romance. 
While honeymooners and couples 
enjoy privacy within their private 
garden compounds, Banyan Tree is 
also becoming the place to celebrate all 
kinds of occasions, centred around the 
enjoyment of unforgettable cuisine and 
excursions. Here are some ideas to get 
you started.

Dinner on the Rocks, Banyan Tree Bintan
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Banyan Tree Phuket

With accommodation in delightful classic Thai pool villas ranging from 
one to three-bedroom options, guests and friends are immersed in 
all the touches that make Phuket a jewel of a destination. Sail in the 
evening glow on a traditional Thai long tail boat, join a temple tour for 
insights into the locals’ way of life, or visit Banyan Tree Spa’s wellness 
therapists for activities such as yoga and cooking classes to ease stress.
After successfully hosting three-starred Michelin chef Christian 
Le Squer and kaiseki masterchef Tadashi Sawauchi in 2009, 
the resort looks forward to introducing a roster of highly
rated visiting chefs in 2010, each one an occasion to look forward to.

Banyan Tree Bintan

Capture the quintessence of � ne living on Bintan island, with breathtaking 
natural beauty fused with impeccable services in your own tree-top villa. 
From golf escapes to romantic candle-light dinners by the beach or pool, 
you’re never far from the inspirational majesty of the South China Sea 
in your sights. With an executive chef at hand, the only tough choice 
you’ll have to make is between the surf and turf for your � nely grilled 
dinner. If you have a tough group of family-in-laws to impress, take it 
from us – Dinner at 8, served on the eight hole of the Laguna Bintan 
golf course, is an unforgettable candlelit indulgence designed to pleased 
with creations of tamarind-marinated Sulawesi lobster tails, and Vahlrona 
chocolate brulee.

Banyan Tree Vabbinfaru

Banyan Tree Seychelles

With a galaxy of stars overhead and talcum sand beneath your feet, 
outdoor dining in the pristine, fresh surroundings is the highlight at 
Banyan Tree Seychelles. Grill on the Beach is the destination dining 
option for beach lovers, where a specially prepared table is loaded 
with Seychelles’ fresh catches of the day, next to the crashing surf. A 
little adventure awaits at Champagne on the Rocks, a gazebo which 
magically awaits sundown overlooking Intendance Bay. Each colonial-
style plantation villa offers its own pool villa, elevating the experience 
with ample room to connect and bond with friends and family.

Banyan Tree Sanya

Enjoy the legends of Hainan island around a bon� re dinner for you and 
loved ones to share. As you feast on famed Hainanese dishes such 
as He Le crab with yellow bell peppers, soy and ginger Wenchang 
chicken, braised mutton East Mountain-style, and assorted of traditional 
snacks such as dry squid and cashew nuts, salted baby � sh, pickle 
starfruit and salt-and-pepper shrimp, you’ll be absorbing the story of 
how Sanya came to be named ‘deer city’. Culinary accomplishment is 
the highlight at Banyan Tree Sanya, combined with creative activities. 
Fancy a guided stargazing session after one’s own clay hotpot dinner 
under the stars? Hainan’s clear skies are the most lauded in China, 
which means you can spot sights like the daily orbiting international 
space station with the naked eye.

Banyan Tree Vabbinfaru

Dining on a Maldivian island seems charming enough – until you discover 
the culinary expertise and creativity of Banyan Tree’s chefs. A Lagoon 
Dining discovery awaits on a castaway sandbank, accessible only by 
speedboat, accompanied by a top notch picnic hamper or freshly grilled 
dinner. When you’ve exhausted all activity above water, maybe it’s time 
for an Underwater Wedding ceremony, to truly seal the occasion of a 
lifetime amidst magni� cent coral formations, clown� sh friends, and even 
a friendly reef shark or two. If you love classic yachts, let the Banyan 
Velaa, a Turkish gullet, whisk you away on an ocean voyage.

Banyan Tree Al Areen

See Arabian nights come alive in the midst of the Arabian desert with 
cultural performances, and some of the � nest restaurants available 
at Banyan Tree. Signature Saffron delivers incredible Thai cuisine, 
customised to the guests’ palates – meaning that you can safely 
introduce your children to this worldly experience under a canopy of 
stars on your private dining island. Tamarind Spa cuisine also receives 
a culinary touch in the form of chef cooking classes, beginning with a 
trip to the market for fresh produce, and learning the cultural impetus 
behind each style of cooking. Bring home more than just recipes after a 
productive day of team bonding or family time.

Beach picnic, Banyan Tree Seychelles

Banyan VelaaWedding, Banyan Tree SanyaIn-villa dining, Banyan Tree Al Areen
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Launched in July 2009, Angsana Velavaru’s InOcean Villas have
the distinction of being the � rst standalone collection water villas in the 
Maldives. It even has its own Italian gourmet restaurant and bar Azzurro 
on stilts, catering exclusively to InOcean Villa guests.

You can’t live any closer to the ocean than this – each villa “� oats” over 
brilliant turquoise waters on the edge of the reef. Located in the South 
Nilandhe Atoll, each two-storey water villa is positioned on the edge of 
the reef one kilometre away from the island where the main Angsana 
Velavaru resort stands. 

The Splendour Of 

InOcean Villas 
A � rst in the Maldives, Angsana Velavaru’s stylish water villas are independently 
suspended over pristine waters of the Indian Ocean

The journey to the exclusive resort commences with a scenic 40-minute 
DHC-6 Twin Otter seaplane journey from the Malé International Airport. 
A tour in its own right, you will � y at low level to take in a bird’s eye 
view of the pristine sandy white atolls, shallow reefs and areas including 
the shadows of those that have disappeared under the sea. Onboard, 
guests will be provided with binoculars and route maps but be sure to 
have your camera on hand to capture spectacular aerial shots of the 
unique island formations and deep blue sea. If you consider yourself 
more of a romantic seafarer, you and your partner have the option of 
sailing onboard the Banyan Velaa on an eight-hour overnight cruise 
from Malé. Owned and operated by the Banyan Tree, the Velaa is a 
30-metre wooden gulet – a traditional Turkish double-masted coastal 
sailing vessel – that is designed for superior sailing and comfort. It 
accommodates up to 12 guests in six well-appointed mahogany cabins. 
Upon arrival at Velavaru, guests will hop onto a speedboat for a quick 
ride to the dedicated jetty serving the InOcean Villas, where they will be 
received by resort hosts. 
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Staying In... and Out

With panoramic ocean views through � oor to ceiling sliding glass doors 
– along the living, sleeping and bath areas – that resemble life-sized 
postcards in motion, guests may � nd themselves less inclined to utilise the 
modern amenities provided such as a � at screen TV, DVD player, stereo 
system with iPod docking station and wireless Internet connection unless 
really necessary. Guests are encouraged to make use of the snorkelling 
� ns and masks that are provided in each InOcean villa to explore the 
lagoon waters beneath. Kayaks are also provided for a paddle around or 
to get to the main island (boat transfers are also available).

Each of the 32 stylish loft-like villas – 20 InOcean Villas, 11 Premier 
InOcean Villas and two Sanctuary InOcean Villas – are artfully decorated 
with red, orange and coral motif accents. Soak in the views of the 
glimmering Indian Ocean from your bed, personal 21-square-metre 
in� nity pool or the catamaran net suspended off your private sundeck 
and over the water. Ranging in size from 175 square metres to 290 
square metres, each villa is equipped with an outdoor daybed, sun 
loungers, outside dining area, rooftop terrace and private access to the 
ocean for swimming or snorkelling – masks, snorkels and � ns included! 
The Premier InOcean Villas and two-bedroom Sanctuary InOcean Villas 
also feature an extended deck into the ocean, and with a cosy sala for 
lounging or yoga practice.

In addition to Azzurro which offers a delectable selection of Italian classics 
as well as an extensive international wine selection that is showcased in 
� oor-to-ceiling wine racks, guests can also visit the island’s beachfront 
Kaani Restaurant for local and international favourites and the intimate 
over-water restaurant Funa seafood restaurant. Learn more about the 
preparation of Maldivian dishes at the chef’s cooking demonstrations at 
Funa; cocktail making lessons are also held at Kuredhi Bar.

For those who count The Blue Lagoon as among your favourite movies, 
Angsana Velavaru can make your fantasy of being castaway on an 
uninhabited island come true. Choose between a picnic where you will 
have an island all to yourself or have a romantic 3-course BBQ dinner 
on the beach – with your private chef and waiter in tow.

Seeking an adrenaline rush? A wide range of activities including 
windsur� ng, catamaran sailing, canoe, wake board, water skiing and 
kite-sur� ng are available on the main Velavaru island. Scuba divers and 
would-be ones have the bene� t of the resort’s fully-equipped PADI Gold 
Palm 5-star dive centre, with an international team of experienced dive 
instructors conducting beginner to dive master courses. Bene� t from 
a more personalised student to instructor ratio, as well as daily boat 
dives to over 30 breathtaking dive sites that are within an hour’s ride 
from Velavaru. Want to learn more about the marine environment? The 
Marine Lab also organises hands-on eco activities like coral planting, 
reef cleaning, marine biology classes and guided snorkelling safari. For 
a touch of night-time adventure, guests can embark on a round of night 
� shing where they can hope to reel in barracuda and different kinds 
of snappers, through sustainable line � shing methods. Their catch is 
specially prepared for the next day’s lunch or dinner.

If pampering is what you are after, don’t miss Angsana Velavaru Spa’s 
blend of treatments which are based on the use of natural ingredients 
such as native � owers and fruits. InOcean Villa guests have the choice 
of having their treatments at the designated spa villa or at the 12 garden 
pavilion treatment rooms on the main island. The signature Angsana 
Massage comprises palm strokes and thumb pressure to strengthen 
inner qi, while using the specially formulated Euphoria Oil to enhance 
the experience. Living on the ocean’s edge – is about as close as you 
can get to the edge of heaven.
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Best Villas

With A View
If a picture is worth a thousand words, then
these panoramic views must be worth many
more. Picture yourself in these stunning settings
at Banyan Tree and Angsana resorts worldwide.

Banyan Tree Bintan

Banyan Tree Vabbinfaru
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Banyan Tree Bintan

Sip champagne in your in� nity pool as the sun sets into the horizon, right 
in front of your Bayfront Pool Villa. Furnished in traditional Indonesian 
style, the villa features natural stone and hand carved timber interiors 
set high on a hill in a tropical forest, along with private pool.

Banyan Tree Vabbinfaru

With your Deluxe Beachfront Villa just steps from the white sand beach 
and your own thatched pavilion, you will be lured into cavorting with 
the wild marine life that you could probably regard as your neighbours. 
Where the vivid crystal-clear green water meets the dark green, you can 
meet schools of brilliantly coloured tropical � sh before encountering a 
wide variety of marine creatures such as turtles, stingrays, friendly reef 
sharks and other large pelagics along the reef wall. Banyan Tree is the 
only place in the Maldives that allows you to dive and/or snorkel on two 
house reefs at Vabbinfaru and Angsana Ihuru.

Banyan Tree Ringha 

Adjectives like divine, magical, enchanting, mystical can only go so 
far in describing what has been designated the of� cial Shangri-La by 
China. Be charmed by the occasional bell as herds of yak graze in the 
� elds, while perched 3,200 metres above sea level in the Ringha valley 
in China’s mountainous Yunnan province and surrounded by mystical 
plateaus and mountain peaks touched by the clouds, deep canyons 
and endless valleys, tranquil lakes and torrential rivers.

Angsana Great Barrier Reef

Although not quite a villa, your suite provides you the best vantage on 
Palm Cove – given the Angsana Great Barrier Reef is the only absolute 
beach front property – to be serenaded by the lapping of the gentle 
waves on the white sandy beach and rustle of the swaying coconut 
palms. There’s probably no better view to be had than from outer space 
(yes, you can see the Great Barrier Reef from outer space!). Located in 
the Coral Sea, off the coast of Queensland in northeast Australia, the 
coral reef system is composed of over a staggering 2,900 individual 
reefs and stretches over 2,300 kilometres. 

Banyan Tree Seychelles 

History books have it that British General Charles Gordon was 
convinced that he had set foot on the original ‘Garden of Eden’ when he 
visited more than 100 years ago. The view of the deep blue waters and 
gushing white surf over granite boulders as seen from the living pavilion 
of a Villa on the Rocks will no doubt evoke the same sentiments from a 
modern traveller today. Overlooking the private curve of Intendance Bay 
on Mahé Island, the Banyan Tree Seychelles is an all-pool villa resort in 
colonial plantation style.

Banyan Tree Ringha Banyan Tree Seychelles

Angsana Great Barrier Reef
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Relight

Your Life
Exclusive to Banyan Tree,
Retreat For The Senses includes spa,
meals, accommodation and activities to
help you reconnect your body, mind and soul.
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To many, the mention of a spa weekend at Banyan Tree Phuket – 
the � agship resort of the award-winning luxury resort and spa group 
– evokes the promise of a weekend of ultimate bliss, relaxation
and felicity.

If anyone needs more convincing to get on the next � ight to this island in 
the Andaman Sea, Banyan Tree Phuket has recently launched Retreat 
For The Senses, an all-inclusive package of activities that promises a 
“holistic experience of rejuvenation, wellness and discovery” and all you 
have to do is pick the activities that are of interest to you.

Only available at Banyan Tree Phuket, this unique programme includes 
Banyan Tree’s signature spa treatments, yoga sessions, wholesome spa 
meals and villa accommodation coupled with yoga, meditation, cooking 
classes, elephant trekking, basic Thai language class, Thai classical 
dance class and other cultural activities. Not certain what treatments 
and activities suit you best? A dedicated 
Resort Host will be on hand throughout 
your stay to assist with every request and 
query you may have. All guests of the 
programme will also begin their retreat 
with a wellness consultation with the 
resort’s resident Ayurvedic physician, who 
will diagnose each individual’s condition 
to recommend diet choices and lifestyle 
changes to attain mental, physical and 
spiritual harmony.

Centred on the central themes of 
rejuvenation, wellness and discovery, 
guests have the option of four unique 
and customisable programmes based 
on their needs and lifestyle goals. Each 
programme is designed as a private 
sojourn to rediscover oneself, restore 
the body, rest the mind and kick-start 
healthy lifestyle changes. And a lifestyle 
change was what May Liu, a guest who 
had recently experienced the “Sense of 
Heritage” programme, discovered.

“During the four days I spent at Banyan 
Tree Phuket, I felt the body fatigue and 
inner stress which I have accumulated 
from living in the city drain away. It would 
not be an exaggeration to say that I have 
never felt so relaxed and refreshed in my 
life,” she said.

The “Sense of Heritage” programme is an 
intermediate-level programme inspired 
by ancient Thai healing practices. 
Signature spa treatments include a Asian 
Blend or Thai Classic Massage, Royal 
Banyan Treatment Package and Thai 
Herbal Pouch Massage. The Thai Classic 

Massage comes highly recommended by May. For the uninitiated, Thai 
Classic Massage is probably best described as assisted yoga. A deep 
tissue massage which is comparably more vigorous than any other 
forms, the therapist uses her arms, elbows, hands, legs and knees to 
guide you into a series of yoga-like positions; and gently but � rmly coax 
your stubborn muscles into submission leaving you absolutely refreshed 
and with increased � exibility after.

May recalled that although she was a little worried when she
heard the cracking sounds from her joints, her muscles adjusted 
quickly to the stretches and entered into a state of relaxation at the end
of her session. 

“In my state of bliss, I was reluctant to hear the melodious ring of the 
traditional Tibetan bell which gently stirred me from my meditative state. 
I took a deep breath of the Night Queen incense, hoping to burn this 

perfect moment into mind forever,” she 
said.

Having been introduced to the basics 
of cooking several classic Thai dishes 
such as Tom Yum Goong (spicy prawn 
soup), she said she became inspired 
to experiment with the Thai recipes at 
home and had even bought a lot of Thai 
ingredients to take home. In addition, 
during the stay, she was following a 
plan of balanced meals at the different 
restaurants in Banyan Tree Phuket, 
comprising a nourishing yet delicious 
selection of dishes to provide the right 
energy and nutrition for her body type.

She further made a resolution to continue 
practicing yoga and to follow the health 
suggestions from the Ayurvedic physician 
to improve her current lifestyle. 

“As always, I believe that the meaning
of a journey does not lie in the four 
days’ experience, but also in the values
and bene� ts to your daily life when you 
return home. I think I have brought home 
the knowledge of a healthy lifestyle,”
May said of the effect her recent getaway 
had on her.

Centred on the themes of rejuvenation, wellness 
and discovery, four unique and customisable 
programmes are available. Rates start from 
US$610+++ per night, for a minimum of three 
nights’ stay in a Deluxe Villa, based on double 
occupancy.

Introductory Experience: Sense of Bliss
Sense of Bliss is dedicated to signature pampering 
experiences of Banyan Tree Spa and a range 
of activities, specially designed to bring about a 
sense of bliss. Rede� ne rejuvenation, wellness and 
discovery through a series of spa indulgences and 
activities.

Intermediate Experience: Sense of Heritage
Sense of Heritage is inspired by time-honoured 
Thai healing practices, past down from generation 
to generation, and traditional Thai activities which 
enhances the understanding of the Thai culture and 
heritage. Revisit traditional wellness disciplines with 
Thai therapies and activities re� ecting a sense of 
the local heritage.

Advance Experience: Sense of Ayurveda
Sense of Ayurveda is inspired by age-old Ayurvedic 
healing therapies to cleanse the body and mind. 
With a highly quali� ed Ayurvedic doctor on hand to 
personally consult each guest, a series of Dosha-
speci� c therapies and yoga philosophies will be 
recommended to restore each individual’s natural 
balance and harmony, along with a series of leisure 
activities to complement the Ayurvedic experience.

Advance Experience: Sense of Purifi cation
Sense of Puri� cation is designated to attain natural 
puri� cation of the body and mind, cleansing the 
body congested with toxins and clear the mind 
of negativity. Overall well-being is enhanced from 
a series of cleansing practices. Besides the health 
and wellness aspects of the Programme, a range of 
leisure enhances the entire experience.

For more details, visit
www.banyantree.com/phuket/packages/rfts.php
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Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has varying de� nitions but is 
generally considered to be companies taking the initiative to re� ect social 
and environmental concerns in their activities and in their relationships 
with stakeholder groups. It is not philanthropy; it is instead a deliberate 
effort to build a sustainable environment in which to conduct business. It 
works towards developing triple bottom line value (environment, society 
and business) rather than just focusing on the � nancial bottom line.
 
The Asian context for CSR is a different model from that in Europe 
and the United States, where the practice and nomenclature originated. 
In Asia there are embedded cultural tenets that align to overall social 
responsibility, both in the Buddhist beliefs of assistance and equality, and 
in the traditional hierarchical society whereby the welfare of overall society 
is the concern of higher societal members to maintain productivity and 
harmony for all. As a result, understanding of CSR philosophy has been 
quick to be adopted, but the overall implementation and benchmarks 
required for a social sustainability programme may take some time due 
to greater � exibility within the institutional framework of many Asian 
countries. However, Asian Non Governmental Organisations [NGOs] 
and governments are enthusiastically buying into the CSR concept, a 
sign which can only auger well for its future evolution in this region.

Multinational institutional frameworks are also developing to reinforce 
this; the ISO26000 standard is targeted to be released as a guideline 
to advise companies how CSR can be integrated within their business 
conduct. In addition various awards for sustainability, corporate 
governance and environmental stewardship are now common to entice 
companies to adjust. So CSR in Asia is evolving, like the rest of the 
world; from a “box ticking” philanthropic exercise into a corporate 
strategic and tactical decision-making process.

CSR 101
Understanding the role of
Corporate Social Responsibility
in the Asian context today

On a more local level in Phuket, the hospitality industry is beginning to 
work more towards a co-operative CSR approach by setting an agenda 
for more sustainable tourism on the island. This type of network concept 
is already working in other regions, both within Asia and the rest of the 
world. In Singapore, Ms Claire Chiang, co-founder of Banyan Tree and a 
leading proponent of CSR within the company, was the inaugural head 
of Singapore Compact, the local chapter of the United Nations Global 
Compact. This is the United Nations strategic initiative for businesses 
to align their operations and strategies with overall sustainable 
development efforts by agreeing to 10 key principals regarding human 
rights, labour, environment and anti-corruption.

A 2009 CSR Asia report on the top 10 CSR issues facing companies 
over the next decade underscores the change in approach wrought 
by the recession and other global events impacting Asia. When 
comparing the 2007 list to present concerns some marked changes are 
apparent the approach of Asian companies. Some examples include: 
environmental concerns dropping from 1st to 4th; corporate governance 
jumping from 3rd to 2nd; human resources and labour jumped from 4th 
to 3rd; partnerships with stakeholders moving from 11th to 5th, while 
corruption has dropped from 5th to 10th.

And top of the list issue for the next 10 years? Climate change, seen 
by CSR stakeholders as dominating the CSR agenda for the next 10 
years. This topic did not arise in the 2007 CSR report, presumably 
being incorporated into the “environment” category at the time. Now it 
stands out on its own.
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Banyan Tree Global Foundation launched in 2009

Since its founding in 1994, Banyan Tree has sought to promote, 
embrace and uphold the idea of travel with a conscience. Formalisation 
of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) as a fundamental corporate 
value began as far back as 2001 with the introduction of the Green 
Imperative Fund, and continues with initiatives over the past 15 years 
aimed at facilitating and creating change for the better. In 2009, the 
Banyan Tree Group has taken the further step of inaugurating the Banyan 
Tree Global Foundation, a corporatised body which provides strategic 
planning, governance of funds and CSR consultancy services. 

Chairperson of  the Banyan Tree Global Foundation and also one of 
Banyan Tree’s founders, Ms Claire Chiang, conceptualised the idea of 
the Foundation partially to lead by example, and also to safeguard the 
CSR funds and projects undertaken by the Banyan Tree Group. Says 
Ms Chiang: “Banyan Tree Global Foundation is the formalisation of the 
CSR vehicle, which I hope will encourage companies to consider setting 
aside funds for a foundation. When CSR is embedded into the way 
companies work, its projects and initiatives will continue independent 
of cyclical economic downturns or bubbles. Businesses that create 
value for shareholders while creating value for communities are better 
placed to ride out tough times as they have built workforce satisfaction, 
reputational goodwill, brand enhancement and market following.”

As part of its outreach, Banyan Tree Global Foundation is actively 
organising dialogues in Singapore in its � rst year of operations, 
beginning with a roundtable discussion of sustainability tools and 
strategies attended by an invitation-only list of senior leaders of the 
hospitality and leisure, architecture, and academic � elds. Its second 
event in August was a Distinguished Lecture opened to 300 members 
of the public. The topic of good corporate citizenship was delivered 
by Mr. Nihal Kaviratne, former Senior Vice President of Development & 
Environmental Affairs for Unilever Asia.

With a schedule of dialogues slated to take place in Singapore up to 
� ve times a year, Banyan Tree Global Foundation establishes its goal 
of connecting people and resources, to address and shape issues 
pertaining to communities, be it climate change, social empowerment 
or economic improvement.

The opportunities for building learning platforms do not stop there, as 
Banyan Tree Global Foundation turns its attention globally to share its 
message of incremental change and evolving responsibility. Through 
Banyan Tree Hotels and Resorts as a hospitality operator, Banyan Tree 
is able to put into place not just efforts to embrace the environment 
and empower the people, but also to share its lessons with guests and 
tourism partners.

The upshot of increased emphasis toward climate change, corporate 
governance and human resources means it will be likely be governments 
and politicians will exert most in� uence over the CSR � eld in the future. 
NGOs and civil society organisations will remain important but as 
awareness and practice spreads it will likely move to the legislative 
bodies. In a new development re� ecting the times, the internet and 
on-line media and communities [new media] are also expected to play 
a growing role in communicating CSR . And the increasing speed of 
communication across a global playing � eld will exert impact on the 
way companies report their business, and also in the way companies 
go about their business. 

Overall CSR in Asia is not yet as widely practiced as in Europe and 
America but it is on the increase. However, one issue given less attention 
by companies but with a high demand from other stakeholders in this 
part of the world is that of disclosure and transparency. Banyan Tree 
Holdings Limited has received ‘Most Transparent Company - Hotels 
& Restaurants’ award by the Securities Investors Association of 
Singapore (SIAS) four times, the most recent being 2009. The company 
established the Banyan Tree Global Foundation – headquartered in 
Singapore – this year. This status of foundation completely separates the 
accounting of funding meant for external sustainability activities from the 
mainstream business and ensures total transparency and accountability 
of all funds gathered for societal bene� t. There is no doubt that other 
Asian businesses will adopt this type of model to further reassure their 
stakeholders as we move forward with CSR in this region.
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Packing 

Wanderlust
Banyan Tree Gallery has the perfect items to 
accompany you on your globetrotting travels

Watch your step…

Angsana Gallery’s jet set-sized foot spa kits are balm 
for the sole. The two matching collections comprise a 
set of foot soak, foot scrub and foot mist, in � avours 
almost good enough to eat.  Choose the blend of 
Black Tea and Tea Tree for conditioning and exfoliating 
properties, as it also contains rice and yoghurt 
extracts. The stronger blend of Lemongrass and Pine 
Foot is a refreshing antiseptic and deodoriser agent, 
helping to revive aching feet. 

Ready, jet set, go

It’s a jet lag kit, and yes, it comes in versions for him (navy blue) and for her (baby blue). A garden 
of herbs and � ower essences are released in each item. A vial of Sensory Therapy contains the 
healing properties of sweet almond, jojoba and saf� ower oils, to be massaged in sparing amounts 
on earlobes and temples. A Tension Relief Gel eases muscle aches on-the-spot with lavender, 
bergamot, chamomile and geranium extracts, so there’s no excuse for not tending to sore spots. 
Make time for � ve teaspoons of Therapeutic Bath Crystals, to be dissolved into a footbath or 
full body soak – and breathe deeply for lavender, geranium and chamomile scents. The favourite 
item? A Hydrating Face Mist, for freshening up and easing jet lag the scent-sory way.

Starry nights

Originally an Earth Day special, Angsana 
Gallery’s star� sh collection is a cheerful burst 
of colour for any kind of sunny weather. 
Flip� ops take you to the beach and back, while 
breezy tank tops for both men and women 
give just the right exposure. Don’t forget the 
biodegradable sunblock.
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Charmed, I’m sure

A stay at any Banyan Tree is distinctive by the jasmine-like scents that 
greet you in the shower. Replicate the feeling of comfort and pampering 
with these 60ml bottles of Chammanard � ower essence infused into 
essentials such as shampoo, conditioner, shower gel, body moisturiser 
and bath oil. Sneak the kit onboard in a pretty khaki pouch, for a mid-
� ight refresher.

Leaf notes

Meet your handsome new companion in 
note-taking and collecting stubs, tickets and 
mementos. This 480g diary in a luxurious 
shade of deep green Thai silk adopts the 
signature leaf motif of Banyan Tree, and looks 
good both on holiday and in the boardroom. If 
only your clothes were as versatile.

It’s a wrap

A signature Banyan Tree bathrobe – modeled after the 
lightweight Japanese yukata – is the perfect reminder of 
indulgent getaways, and you’ll be tempted to bring this handy 
wrap along for all kinds of future holidays. Unique designs 
include Indonesian batik, and the abstract seaweed print as 
seen here. His version comes in navy blue, while hers is a 
reverse white with navy blue print. The whole suite of souvenir 
items include water bottle holders, amenity pouches, tote 
bags and slippers.
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The tropical Asian garden spa pavilion concept, which was � rst launched 
at Banyan Tree Phuket in 1994, was such a stunner that it is said to 
have spawned countless imitations. And as they say, imitation is the 
sincerest form of � attery.

The � rst generation of garden villas which come with a private pool at the 
Group’s � agship resort were in fact � rst created to compensate for the 
lack of direct sea view. The dream villas however proved to be a winner 
and established the resort’s aesthetic reputation. Picking up prestigious 
designs along the way, Architrave Design & Planning - the design arm 
of Banyan Tree Hotels and Resorts - has most recently perfected the 
DoublePool Villa. These are a fourth-generation design, which as the 
name suggests, feature two pools within the villa’s compound, with a 
secondary wading pool that wraps around the master bedroom. The 
introduction of two-bedroom villas marked the second generation of 
villa design while Spa Pool Villas were the third.

Designing the 

Asian Renaissance
It’s back to the drawing board for Architrave Design & Planning,
the award-winning design arm of Banyan Tree 
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Established in 1990, Architrave is led by Mr. Ho Kwoncjan, the Senior 
Vice President and Managing Director, Design Services of Banyan 
Tree Holdings Limited, and one of the brand’s original founders. He is 
responsible for converting the vision of Laguna Phuket - a 1,000-acre, 
six-hotel integrated development - into reality. The development won the 
International Hotel Association and the American Express Environment 
Award (1992) for environmental conservation, re� ecting Ho’s insightful 
approach to design.

Today, the company counts over 150 associates across the region with 
active of� ces in Singapore, Bangkok, Shanghai and representatives in 
Dubai and Mexico. This cross-functional structure gives the team better 
control over the quality and consistency of the design standards for all the 
projects across the region, which signi� cantly bene� ts the Banyan Tree 
brand by maintaining its unique and distinguishable standards globally.

Banyan Tree Madivaru
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Innovative Ways

In 1995, Architrave was responsible for the creation of a conical shaped 
roof, inspired by seashells, for the villas of its � rst resort in the Maldives, 
Banyan Tree Vabbinfaru. In addition, its architects eschewed coral as 
a building material in order to preserve this scarce resource, and used 
suitable tropical building materials from Asia instead. Each building was 
prefabricated in Bali and shipped out directly to the shore of Vabbinfaru 
island with two charter bulk cargo ships. To prevent having to fall any 
trees, new structures had to be built one by one and around the existing 
building footprint left by the previous resort on the island.

Banyan Tree Lijiang and Banyan Tree Ringha are stellar examples of 
the Group’s commitment to incorporate social responsibility, economic 
revitalisation and cultural preservation. In 2005, Architrave completed one 
of its most acclaimed projects to date – Banyan Tree Ringha, located 
in the pristine Shangri-la region of Yunnan, China. The property won 
a number of design awards including Design for Asia Grand Award 
2006, Gold Key Award 2006, and Best Suite & Design Hotel. The resort 
comprises authentic two-storey Tibetan farmhouses that were personally 
handpicked and purchased from local villagers who had abandoned 
their old houses in favour of newer ones, taken apart carefully and re-
assembled at the hotel site and transformed into luxury lodges. Banyan 
Tree Ringha is a visionary project that seeks to preserve the cultural, 
historical and ecological integrity of the developing Shangri-la highlands 
in China. 

A winner of over 15 awards for sustainable luxury and design including 
the Design for Asia Award Grand Award in 2007, Banyan Tree Lijiang 
was inspired by ancient Naxi architecture and the intricate layout of 
the region’s rivers and bridges, and built around a series of unfolding 
courtyards accented by sweeping curved roofs. Buildings were 
positioned nine degrees northeast on the site plan, while the height of 
all structures were precisely controlled to allow for unhindered views of 
Jade Dragon Snow Mountain and the purpose-built three-story Chinese 
pagoda. Innovative design � nd its way into every project, be it a tented 
pool villa in the Maldives, or time-honoured Arabian palace structures 
in a Bahraini oasis. What ties it all together is the deep-rooted sense of 
place that each design conjures.

“With the growth of Asian economies, there is increased interest in 
examining and expressing our Asian heritage and identity through 
design and architecture. Banyan Tree Lijiang and Banyan Tree Ringha 
are our humble efforts in this direction. With the coming of the Asian 
Renaissance, Banyan Tree is seen as an intellectual leader, a pioneer of 
intimate retreats with an Asian � avour,” said Mr. Ho.

By the close of 2009, Architrave would have completed over 26 projects 
for the Banyan Tree Group, and is currently working on 35 projects over 
the next � ve years.

Banyan Tree Al Areen

Banyan Tree Ringha
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A Growing

Banyan Tree Hangzhou,
Hangzhou (China)

Located in the historic Xixi National Wetland 
Park west of Hangzhou, Banyan Tree 
Hangzhou comprises 36 water terraces and 
36 villas that are the most spacious to be 
found in this gateway city. Xixi was noted for its 
natural beauty in the writings of eminent Tang 
Dynasty poets, and was also the birthplace of 
the famed Dragon Boat Festival in 1465. The 
resort is designed in Jiang Nan style, giving 
an authentic sense of place and priceless 
tranquillity. The interiors are replete with dark 
wood � oors, delicately carved furnishings and 
accented by splashes of vivid silk brocades, 
embroidered fabrics and detailed tapestries. 
Feel restored at the hot baths inspired by 
Japanese Onsens or with a spa treatment 
inspired by traditional Asian remedies at the 
Banyan Tree Spa. Dining options include 
authentic Cantonese cuisine at Bai Yun 
located in a grand dining hall.

Banyan Tree Cabo Marqués, Acapulco (Mexico)

Named for its location in the exclusive residential development of
Cabo Marqués in Acapulco Diamante, Banyan Tree Cabo Marqués 
is the only � ve-star internationally branded all-private pool villa resort 
and is just 12 kilometres away from the vibrant Acapulco city centre. 
The resort is uniquely inspired by Acapulco’s long association with 
the Far East, being a major port of call for China in the 19th century.
The resort boasts a distinctively Asian � avour, with steeply pitched 
roofs, wide eaves, and the entire villa built on stilts over the dramatic 
cliffs overlooking Acapulco Bay. Banyan Tree Spa also makes its debut 
in Acapulco, bringing its rejuvenating Asian therapies and therapists 
trained at the Banyan Tree Spa Academy in Phuket, to create a 
“Sanctuary for the Senses” for those in need of relaxation. Guests will 
enjoy the choice of three establishments, comprising Saffron – the 
signature modern Thai restaurant, hillside Las Rocas Grill and Bar, and 
all-day dining restaurant La Nao.
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Banyan Tree Al Wadi, Ras Al Khaimah (UAE)

This oasis offers a contemporary adaptation of traditional Arabic 
architecture amidst miles of rolling sand dunes, creating a 
comfortably seamless experience of staying in the desert. Banyan 
Tree Al Wadi is set to be the � rst luxury desert resort in the UAE 
to offer an all-pool villa concept, complete with Asian-inspired 
hydrotherapy spa facilities, a private beach club, as well as being 
located in a dedicated nature reserve. The resort offers city dwellers 
a unique retreat where indigenous desert wildlife such as Arabian 
gazelles and oryxes roam free, close proximity to a private beach 
and an 18-hole championship golf course. Five food and beverage 
venues give guests a myriad of dining options from contemporary 
Thai cuisine and Southeast Asian specialties at the signature Saffron 
restaurant to international selections at the all-day dining restaurant, 
and refreshing cocktails by the beach club.

In December 2009, Banyan Tree adds four
new gems to its portfolio of global destinations  

Sense of Place

Banyan Tree Ungasan, Bali (Indonesia)

Perched 70 metres above sea level on the 
cliffs of Bali’s southernmost peninsula with 
unrestricted views of the Indian Ocean, 
Banyan Tree Ungasan makes its mark.
Each of the 73 spacious pool villas are set 
in their own lush landscaped garden with 
outdoor shower, marble bathroom with
sunken bath, a Balinese balé (outdoor pavilion), 
and of course – the private pool. Carefully 
selected furnishings combine contemporary 
design with touches of Balinese artistry.
Guests (and drop-in visitors) take their pick 
from three restaurants: Ju-Ma-Na, which 
means ‘white pearl’ in Arabic, overlooking 
the Indian Ocean, will offer gourmet menus. 
Tamarind, set in the tranquil surroundings 
of the Banyan Tree Spa will serve a variety 
of organic dishes, and Bambu will present 
popular international and local specialties. 
Don’t forget an invigorating Banyan Tree Spa 
session - Ibu’s Secret is their version of the 
ever-popular Balinese massage.
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In recognition of their extraordinary leadership, accomplishments 
and contributions to the hospitality industry, Banyan Tree Executive 
Chairman and founder Mr. Ho Kwon Ping, and co-founder, Ms. Claire 
Chiang were jointly presented with the Hospitality Lifetime Achievement 
Award at the annual China Hotel Investment Summit held in April 
2009 in Shanghai. As the pioneers and the driving force behind the 
development of the award-winning Banyan Tree brand, the couple were 
credited for their contribution to the luxury tourism market, as well as for 
having successfully expanded the leading luxury resort and spa brand 
within Asia and beyond. The Group made its � rst foray into the Americas 
with the opening of Banyan Tree Mayakoba, in Mexico’s Riviera Maya 
in 2009. A second resort, Banyan Tree Cabo Marqués, is expected to 
open in Acapulco, Mexico in late 2009.

Meanwhile on the other side of the world, the Group’s interests in China 
are poised for exponential growth with over 12 properties in the pipeline 
over the next three years. Banyan Tree already has a signi� cant presence 
in China, with three resorts – Banyan Tree Ringha and Banyan Tree 
Lijiang in Yunnan province, and Banyan Tree Sanya in Hainan island. As 
the Banyan Tree Group’s � agship resort in China, Banyan Tree Lijiang 
pioneered the luxury pool villa experience in the Yunnan region.

“China is now taking the central position in our growth strategy. As we 
witness the historic rise of China to its rightful place in the community 
of nations, we are proud that Banyan Tree can play a small role in this 
process. We now have more than a dozen Banyan Tree and Angsana 
properties in the pipeline for China, most notably Banyan Tree Hangzhou, 
which will open later this year,” said Mr. Ho.

Branching Out in 

China and Beyond 
Forecast of strengthening growth for Banyan Tree Group in years ahead

He explained: “Our intentional strategy is to be destination makers, not 
followers. Throughout our history, whether it be in Phuket, the Maldives 
or Seychelles, we have tried to seize the � rst-mover advantage 
to compensate for our small size. By focusing on mystical, inland 
China, we hope to pioneer a new wave of iconic and culturally rich 
destinations which Chinese and international tourists will enjoy, where 
the appreciation of one’s own architectural, cultural, historical and 
artistic heritage is seen as more meaningful.”

Banyan Tree’s strategic presence in China is an indication of its 
con� dence in the region’s vast outbound and inbound tourism market, 
including intra-travel within China. Newly announced projects include 
Banyan Tree Kunming and Angsana Kunming, in Yunnan Province; and 
1,300-room Angsana Fu Xian Lake, a 30-hectare resort development in 
Chengjiang county. The three properties are developed in partnership 
with local private property developer, Kunming City-Construction Real 
Estate Development Co. Ltd.

Moving forward, the Group has announced that it will be opening in 
key cities in China including Beijing; Dunhuang, Gansu Province; 
Jiuzhaigou, Sichuan Province; Yangshuo, Guilin Province; Lhasa, Tibet; 
and Macau.

Mr. Ho  Kwon Ping (second from left) and Ms. Claire Chiang (third from left)
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BANYAN TREE
HOTELS AND
RESORTS

AFRICA
Banyan Tree Seychelles
Anse Intendance, Mahé
Republic of Seychelles
Tel: +248 383 500
Fax: +248 383 600
seychelles@banyantree.com  

Amadeus BY SEZ030
Galileo BY 12661
Sabre BY 62616
Worldspan BY 6030

AMERICAS
Banyan Tree Cabo Marqués
Blvd. Cabo Marqués, Lote 1
Col. Punta Diamante, Acapulco 
Guerrero 39907, Mexico

Pre-opening of� ce
Centro Comercial
La Joya – Local 22
Boulevard de Las Naciones 
No. 37  
Col. Granjas del Marqués
Acapulco, Guerrero 39890, 
Mexico 
Tel: +52 744 466 1700
cabomarques@banyantree.com

Banyan Tree Bintan
Jalan Teluk Berembang
Laguna Bintan Resort
Lagoi 29155
Bintan Resorts, Indonesia
Tel: +62 770 693 100
Fax: +62 770 693 200
bintan@banyantree.com

Amadeus BY SINBTB
Galileo BY 67415
Sabre BY 22153
Worldspan BY SINBT

Banyan Tree Club & Spa Seoul
San 5-5, Jang Chung-Dong 
2-Ga Jung-Gu, Seoul 100-857, 
Korea 
Tel: +82 2 2236 3356 
Fax: +82 2 2236 3353
clubandspa-seoul@banyantree.
com

Banyan Tree Hangzhou
21 Zijingang Road, Hangzhou 
Zhejiang
Province 310030
People’s Republic of China
Tel: +86 571 8586 0000
Fax: +86 571 8586 2222-3
hangzhou@banyantree.com 

Amadeus BY HGHBTH
Galileo BY 83242
Sabre BY 59881
Worldspan BY HGHBT

Banyan Tree Ringha
Hong Po Village,
Jian Tang Town
Shangri-La County, Diqing 
Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture
Yunnan Province 674400
People’s Republic of China
Tel: +86 887 828 8822
Fax: +86 887 828 8911
ringha@banyantree.com

Amadeus BY KMGBTR
Galileo BY 14853
Sabre BY 7158
Worldspan BY KMGBT

Banyan Tree Sanya
No. 6 Luling Road, Sanya 
Hainan 572000
People’s Republic of China
Tel: + 86 898 8860 9988
Fax: +86 898 8860 1188
sanya@banyantree.com 

Amadeus BY SYXBTT
Galileo BY 81509
Sabre BY 79610
Worldspan BY SYXBT

Banyan Tree Ungasan
Jl. Melasti, Banjar Kelod, 
Ungasan, Bali 80364, Indonesia
Tel: +62 361 300 7000
Fax: +62 361 300 7777
ungasan@banyantree.com

MIDDLE EAST
Banyan Tree Al Areen
P.O. Box 75055, Juffair
Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel: +973 17 845 000
Fax: +973 17 845 001
alareen@banyantree.com

Amadeus BY BAH105
Galileo BY 12671
Sabre BY 24531
Worldspan BY 6105

Banyan Tree Al Wadi
Al Mazraa, P.O. Box 35288
Ras Al Khaimah
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 7 206 7777
Fax: +971 7 243 5000
alwadi@banyantree.com

SOUTH ASIA
Banyan Tree Madivaru
AA. Ethere Madivaru
North Ari Atoll
Republic of Maldives
Tel: +960 666 0760
Fax: +960 666 0761
madivaru-maldives@banyantree.
com 

Amadeus BY MLEMM
Galileo BY 11742
Sabre BY 74301
Worldspan BY MLEMM

Banyan Tree Vabbinfaru
Vabbinfaru Island
North Malé Atoll
Republic of Maldives
Tel: +960 664 3147
Fax: +960 664 3843
vabbinfaru@banyantree.com 

Amadeus BY MLE896
Galileo BY 12644
Sabre BY 39760
Worldspan BY 1896

ANGSANA HOTELS 
AND RESORTS

AFRICA
Angsana Raids
Collection Morocco
Riad Dar Zaouia 
N1 Riad Zitoun Jdid Derb 
NaKouss Derb Zaouia, 40000 
Marrakech, Morocco
Tel: + 212 524 388 900 
Fax: + 212 524 386 611
marrakech@angsana.com 

Amadeus BY RAKANN
Galileo BY 13790
Sabre BY 81704
Worldspan BY RAKAN

Angsana Riad Aida
N. 59, Derb Lamouagni 
Riad Zitoun Jdid, Medina
40000 Marrakech, Morocco

Angsana Riad Bab Firdaus
N. 57 -58 Rue de la Bahia
Riad Zitoun Jdid, Medina
40000 Marrakech, Morocco
 
Angsana Riad Blanc
N. 25 Derb Si Said
Riad Zitoun Jdid, Medina
40000 MarrakechMorocco

Angsana Riad Lydines
N. 45 Derb Abda, Kasbah
40000 Marrakech, Morocco

Angsana Riad Si Said
N. 1-2-4 Derb Abbes El Fassi
Riad Zitoun Jdid, Medina
40000 Marrakech, Morocco

Angsana Riad Tiwaline
N. 10 Derb El Arsa 
Riad Zitoun Jdid, Medina
40000 Marrakech, Morocco

ASIA PACIFIC
Angsana Bintan
Jalan Teluk Berembang
Laguna Bintan Resort
Lagoi 29155
Bintan Resorts, Indonesia
Tel: +62 770 693 111
Fax: +62 770 693 222
bintan@angsana.com

Amadeus BY SINANG
Galileo BY 11741
Sabre BY 55936
Worldspan BY 80378

Angsana Great Barrier Reef
1 Veivers Road , Palm Cove, 
Cairns, Queensland 4879 , 
Australia 
Tel: +61 7 4055 3000 
Fax: +61 7 4059 0166 
cairns@angsana.com

Amadeus BY CNSANG
Galileo BY 36629
Sabre BY 56299
Worldspan BY ANBR

SOUTH ASIA
Angsana Bangalore
Northwest Country
Main Doddaballapur Road, 
Rajankunte
Bangalore 560064, India
Tel: +91 80 2846 8892
Fax: +91 80 2846 8897
bangalore@angsana.com

Amadeus WV BLRAOS
Galileo WV 69850
Sabre WV 34458
Worldspan WV BLRAO

Angsana Ihuru
North Malé Atoll 
Republic of Maldives 
Tel: +960 664 3502 
Fax: +960 664 5933 
ihuru@angsana.com

Amadeus WW MLEANG
Galileo WW 37922
Sabre WW 60405
Worldspan WW MLEAN

Angsana Velavaru
South Nilandhe Atoll
(Dhaalu Atoll) 
Republic of Maldives
Tel: +960 676 0028 
Fax: +960 676 0029 
velavaru@angsana.com

Amadeus BY MLEANN
Galileo BY 13765
Sabre BY 74305
Worldspan BY MLEAN

AFFILIATED
HOTELS

ASIA PACIFIC
Gyalthang Dzong Hotel
Zhongdian Shangri-La
Diqing Tibetan Autonomous 
Prefecture
Yunnan Province 674400
People’s Republic of China 
Tel: +86 887 822 3646
Fax: +86 887 822 3620
reservations-gyalthang@
gyalthangdzong.com 

Amadeus WV DIG445
Galileo WV 335
Sabre WV 77589
Worldspan WV SHAGY

Maison Souvannaphoum Hotel
Rue Chao Fa Ngum
Ban Thatluang, PO Box 741
Luang Prabang, Laos
People Democratic Republic
Tel: +856 71 254 609
Fax: +856 71 212 577
maison@angsana.com

Amadeus BY LPQMSH
Galileo BY 20916
Sabre BY 38056
Worldspan BY VTEMS

SOUTH ASIA
Deer Park Hotel
Giritale Polonnaruwa
Sri Lanka
Tel: +9427 224 6272/ 6432/ 
7685/ 7686
Fax: +9427 224 6470
deerpark@angsana.com

Amadeus WV CMBDPH
Galileo WV 69845
Sabre WV 34427
Worldspan WV CMBDP

Banyan Tree Al Areen

Banyan Tree Mayakoba
Carretera Federal Chetumal-
Puerto Juárez Km. 298 Playa 
del Carmen 
Quintana Roo 77710, Mexico
Tel: +52 984 877 3688
Fax: +52 984 877 3689 
mayakoba@banyantree.com

Amadeus BY CUNMAY
Galileo BY 99289
Sabre BY 51899
Worldspan BY CUNMK

ASIA PACIFIC
Banyan Tree Bangkok
21/100 South Sathon Road
Sathon, Bangkok 10120, 
Thailand
Tel: +66 2 679 1200
Fax: +66 2 679 1199
bangkok@banyantree.com

Amadeus BY BKK800
Galileo BY 12675
Sabre BY 29728
Worldspan BY 1800

Banyan Tree Lijiang
Yuerong Road, Shuhe
Gucheng District, Lijiang 
Yunnan Province 674100
People’s Republic of China
Tel: +86 888 533 1111
Fax: +86 888 533 2222
lijiang@banyantree.com

Amadeus BY LJG899
Galileo BY 12616
Sabre BY 48673
Worldspan BY 1899
 

Banyan Tree Phuket
33, 33/27 Moo 4
Srisoonthorn Road
Cherngtalay, Amphur Talang
Phuket 83110, Thailand
Tel: +66 76 324 374
Fax: +66 76 324 375
phuket@banyantree.com

Amadeus BY HKT887
Galileo BY 12654
Sabre BY 177
Worldspan BY 1887
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CORPORATE 
OFFICE 

Banyan Tree Hotels and 
Resorts
Group Sales & Marketing
211 Upper Bukit Timah Road
Singapore 588182
Tel: +65 6849 5899
Fax: +65 6462 2800
corporate@banyantree.com

Angsana Hotels and Resorts
Group Sales & Marketing
211 Upper Bukit Timah Road
Singapore 588182
Tel: +65 6849 5799
Fax: +65 6463 2800
corporate@angsana.com

AFRICA
South Africa
Tel: +27 11 463 8195
Fax: +27 11 463 8196
sales-southafrica@
banyantree.com

AMERICAS
United States – Los Angeles
Tel: +1 805 449 0080
Fax: +1 805 449 0029
Toll Free: 1 8668 BANYAN
sales-losangeles@
banyantree.com

United States – New York
Tel: +1 212 515 5693
Fax: +1 212 515 5848
sales-newyork@
banyantree.com

United States – Washington
Tel: +1 571 384 6200
Fax: +1 571 384 6201
sales-washington@
banyantree.com

China - Shanghai
Tel: +86 21 6335 2929
Fax: +86 21 6335 0658
sales-shanghai@
banyantree.com

Hong Kong 
Tel: +852 2312 1815
Fax: +852 2312 2317
sales-hongkong@
banyantree.com

Japan & Korea
Tel: +81 3 3548 0333
Fax: +81 3 3548 0334 
sales-tokyo@
banyantree.com

Southeast Asia
Tel: +65 6849 5800
Fax: +65 6462 2463
sales-singapore@
banyantree.com

Taiwan
Tel:  +65 6849 5816
Fax:  +65 6462 2800
sales-taiwan@
banyantree.com

EUROPE
France
Tel: +33 1 4013 0760
Fax: +33 1 4272 1823
sales-paris@
banyantree.com

Germany, Austria & Switzerland
Tel: +49 30 2701 9973
Fax: +49 30 2701 9974
sales-germany@
banyantree.com

Russia
Tel: +7 495 935 8927
Fax: +7 495 937 5435
sales-russia@
banyantree.com

Fax: +380 44 278 7767
sales-ukraine@
banyantree.com

United Kingdom
Tel: +44 20 7190 1622
Fax: +44 20 7190 1728
sales-london@
banyantree.com

MIDDLE EAST
and SOUTH ASIA
United Arab Emirates, India & 
Sri Lanka 
Tel: +94 114 541 727
Fax: +94 11 258 9207 
sales-india@
banyantree.com

Angsana Riads Collection Morocco

ASIA PACIFIC
Australia
Tel: +61 2 9411 5576
Fax: +61 2 9411 5534
sales-sydney@
banyantree.com

China - Beijing 
Tel: +86 10 8515 1828
Fax: +86 10 8587 0308
sales-beijing@
banyantree.com 

Scandinavia
Tel: +46 8 5455 1517
Fax: +46 8 5455 1519
sales-sweden@
banyantree.com

Spain
Tel: +34 91 411 0747
Fax: +34 91 563 8062
sales-spain@
banyantree.com

Ukraine
Tel: +380 44 278 7767

TOLL-FREE 
NUMBERS 

AMERICAS
Mexico         
Tel: 001 888 213 4992

United States         
Tel: 1 800 591 0439

ASIA PACIFIC                             
Australia              
Tel: 1 800 050 019               

China-North      
Tel: 10 800 650 0531   

China-South     
Tel: 10 800 265 2502   

Hong Kong          
Tel: 800 903 881       

Japan                    
Tel: 0120 778 187  

Maison Souvannaphoum

Banyan Tree Sanya

Korea                   
Tel: 00 798 651 7380    

Singapore            
Tel: 1 800 232 5599  

Taiwan
Tel: 00 801 652 051

Thailand               
Tel: 001 800 656 923    
                                                                         
EUROPE                                                  
France                 
Tel: 00 800 3002 0000     

Germany            

Tel: 00 800 3002 0000   

Italy                    
Tel: 00 800 3002 0000     

Russia                 
Tel: 8 10 8002 163 1049  

Spain                 
Tel: 00 800 3002 0000    

United Kingdom    
Tel: 00 800 3002 0000    
                                                                   
MIDDLE EAST
Bahrain                
Tel: 800 04336                

Saudi Arabia        
Tel: 800 865 6033

United Arab Emirates    
Tel: 800 065 0586
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In line with Banyan Tree’s continuing eff orts to promote environmental sustainability, this newsletter is printed
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provides a guarantee about the production of FSC-certifi ed products. COC is the path taken by raw materials from the 

forest to the consumer, including all successive stages of processing, transformation, manufacturing and distribution.

From a customer perspective, the FSC label represents a promise that is being made to them. COC standards are the 

mechanism FSC has to ensure that ‘promise’ is delivered.

For more information, please visit: www.fsc.org/en/about/about_fsc/benefi ts
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